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About Cancer and Work 
On October 19, 2016 the Cancer and Work website launched. Since the launch we have 

had over 4000 views.  

The website is a 

collaboration between 

McGill University, and the 

BC Cancer Agency, a 

provincial health care 

provider, in partnership 

with de Souza Institute. 

“Given the increasing 

number of cancer 

survivors working, there is 

a greater need to support 

patients,” says Maureen 

Parkinson, Vocational 

Rehabilitation Counsellor 

at the BC Cancer Agency, 

co-principal investigator 

on the Cancer and work 

website.  

Cancer and Work 

(www.cancerandwork.ca) 

is a interactive website 

providing resources from 

across the country to 

survivors with practical, 

up-to-date information on 

RTW, including support 

offered by provinces and 

territories. “Cancer is 

affecting people in the 

prime of their careers,” 

says Christine Maheu, 

Associate Professor at 

McGill and Co-Principal 

Investigator on the cancer 

and work website.  

 

“Cancer is affecting people in the prime of their careers” 

Mary Jane Esplen, 

Executive Director of de 

Souza Institute, an online 

educational oncology 

platform for healthcare 

providers adds that “the 

ease of navigation and the 

intuitive nature of the site 

will make it easy to 

maximize the potential of 

this resource.”   

https://www.desouzainstitute.com/
http://www.cancerandwork.ca/
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Since the launch 

 
Cancer and Work 

website views are 

87.5% Canadian. With 

over 4000 views since 

October 19, 2016. To 

summarize, over 50 

cities have viewed the 

website, with highest 

number of views 

originating in major 

cities. 

Cancer and Work Fatigue Tracking 

Tool 
 

Fatigue is the most common side effect of 

cancer and treatment. The Cancer and 

Work Fatigue Tracking Tool©, created by 

members of the Cancerandwork.ca team 

along with experts in fatigue assessment 

to help you assess your fatigue easily and 

quickly. By tracking your ups and downs of 

your fatigue at home and at work, you can 

use the information for return to work 

planning. The tool will build your daily 

fatigue calendar over a four-week period. 

You can take the calendar to your 

healthcare provider and ask them to show 

you how to manage your fatigue. 

Website Spotlight: Features 

for Cancer Survivors 

Assessment of Physical Abilities 

 

Cancer and Work ”is the Canadian Resource” 

The map above is an overview of website traffic:  87.5% 

Canada, 2.73% US, 2.28% Russia, 1.41% Italy, 1.13% 

Germany, 0.93% UK and 0.59% Saudi Arabia 

87.5% Canadian Views 

Energizers & Drainers Interactive 
Tool 
 

One way to better understand your abilities 

is by tracking your energy during daily 

activities. Tracking may help you obtain 

ideas to better manage your energy. Using 

the Energizers and Drainer Interactive 

Tool, you can rate your energy across the 

day. One way to better understand your 

abilities is by tracking your energy during 

daily activities. Tracking may help you 

obtain ideas to better manage your energy. 

Using the Energizers and Drainer 

Interactive Tool, you can rate your energy 

across the day. This tool was adapted 

from B.C. Cancer Agency: Cancer and 

Returning To Work: A Practical Guide for 

Cancer Patients.  

https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/fatigue-tracking/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/fatigue-tracking/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/fatigue-tracking/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/fatigue-tracking/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/survivors/assessment-of-work-abilities/assessment-your-physical-abilities/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/energizers-drainers/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/energizers-drainers/
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Dr. Christine Maheu (McGill University), 

Dr. Lucie Kocum (Saint Mary’s University), 

and Dr. Lynne Robinson (Dalhousie 

University) will lead the implementation of 

two workshops with experienced 

researchers, clinicians, knowledge 

translation experts, knowledge users, and 

online developers to engage the future 

users (cancer survivors and employers) of 

the Cancer and Work website in 

interactions to use, experiment, and refine 

the online tools "Cancer and Work Job 

Analysis and the Cancer and Work Return 

to Work Planner." 

KT CanWork: A Knowledge 

Translation Innovation for 

Uptake of CancerandWork.ca 

online return to work tools - 

Canadian Association of Nurses in Oncology CANO 2016:  

 
Pictured above, the two co-principal investigators of the Cancer and Work project, Dr. Christine 

Maheu (McGill University) and Maureen Parkinson (BC Cancer Agency) at the 2016 Canadian 

Association of Nurses in Oncology (CANO) conference in Calgary, AB presenting on the website 

Upcoming Workshops 
 

In 2017, the Cancer and Work Website 

team will be hosting workshops across 

Canada. More details will be announced 

in the New Year.  

 

• April, 2017 Vancouver, BC 

• May, 2017 Montreal, QC 

Upcoming Research 
 

Starting this January, a nursing master 

student, Emilie Hudson, RN, will be 

interviewing pivot nurses to assess the 

usability and usefulness of the Cancer 

and Work Fatigue Tracking Tool© 

 

Coming in 2017  
 

In February, the Cancer and Work 

Website will be fully bilingual in both 

English and French.  

 

We would like to thank the Canadian 

Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) for 

awarding members of the Cancer and 

Work team with a Planning and 

Dissemination grant to conduct 

workshops in 2017 

 

We are grateful to de Souza Institute for 

partnering with us and for hosting the 

website since we launched. In February, 

McGill University will be hosting the 

website. Please note that this will not 

change the quality or content of the 

website.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mcgill.ca/nursing/faculty/christine-maheu
https://www.mcgill.ca/nursing/faculty/christine-maheu
https://www.mcgill.ca/
http://workwellnesslab.com/
http://workwellnesslab.com/
http://workwellnesslab.com/
http://www.smu.ca/
https://www.dal.ca/faculty/healthprofessions/health-humanperformance/faculty-staff/our-faculty/health-promotion/lynne-robinson.html
https://www.dal.ca/
https://www.dal.ca/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/fatigue-tracking/
https://www.cancerandwork.ca/tools/fatigue-tracking/
http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/193.html
http://www.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/193.html
http://webapps.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/funding/detail_e?pResearchId=6965212&p_version=CIHR&p_language=E&p_session_id=2478448
http://webapps.cihr-irsc.gc.ca/funding/detail_e?pResearchId=6965212&p_version=CIHR&p_language=E&p_session_id=2478448
https://www.desouzainstitute.com/
https://www.desouzainstitute.com/
https://www.desouzainstitute.com/
https://www.mcgill.ca/
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Tell Us What You Think 

 
We would like your comments and 

thoughts of whether the Cancer and 

Work website meets your information 

needs. Your feedback will help us make 

changes to improve the website. Your 

comments are important to us, as they 

will benefit future users and enhance 

their user experience. Please click here 

for the survey. 

New Year, New Goals 
 

The Cancer and Work team is currently 

seeking external funders (sponsors, 

donations, and grants) to achieve our 

goals to expand the website:  

 

● Improve and expand content, 

provide training 

● Offer more online tools, more 

materials, more resources 

● Offer more services (webinars, 

conferences, workshops)  

● Develop a research platform for 

researchers and graduate work 

 

 

Join Us on Social Media  

For individuals and corporations 

interested in contributing sponsorship to 

the Cancer and Work website contact:  

 

Rufin Djaozandry, our Corporate 

Relations Manager, McGill University 

Business Engagement Centre (MUBEC) 

E: rufin.djaozandry@mcgill.ca 

C: 514-226-3344 

Click here to like our page 

on Facebook 

Click here to Follow us on 

Twitter  

Handle: @cancerandwork 

Hashtag: #cancerAndWork 

Listen to our CBC Interview: 

“Work After Cancer” 

 
We would like to thank Shawn Apel and 

CBC for inviting us to a radio interview. The 

interview includes Ms. Claudia Hernandez, 

Ms. Maureen Parkinson, and Dr. Christine 

Maheu. Please click here to listen to the live 

interview.   

Production of the Cancerandwork.ca website has been made possible through financial 

support from Health Canada and the Canadian Partnership Against Cancer. The views 

expressed herein represent the views of the authors and do not necessarily represent the 

views of Health Canada or the Canadian Partnership Against Cancer. 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CCZC8WF
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CCZC8WF
mailto:rufin.djaozandry@mcgill.ca
tel:514-226-3344
tel:514-226-3344
tel:514-226-3344
tel:514-226-3344
tel:514-226-3344
https://www.facebook.com/cancerandwork/
https://www.facebook.com/cancerandwork/
https://twitter.com/cancerandwork
https://twitter.com/cancerandwork
http://www.cbc.ca/listen/shows/radio-noon-montreal/segment/10492591
http://www.cbc.ca/listen/shows/radio-noon-montreal/segment/10492591
http://www.cbc.ca/listen/shows/radio-noon-montreal/segment/10492591

